
REIMAGINING THE CREATIVE  
POTENTIAL OF COMMERCE
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WPP’s Mark Read kicked us off on Day 1 
with a discussion on how he sees the 
industry evolving and his optimism for 
the role of creativity in being a key 
contributor to our future. 

"Our industry has a great 
diversity of thoughts, people, 
ideas and really tolerates 
misfits and experts. And 
more so than other sectors, 
we’re on the cutting edge of 
technology.” 

—Mark Read, WPP CEO”
Day 1: Reimagine Commerce.
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Adrianne Smith, WPP’s Global Director of Inclusion and 
Diversity encourages us all to consider how we can 
make an immediate difference, taking inventory when 
sharing out a brief to ensure all voices are represented 
at the table. Watch the session here. 

 

It gives you the opportunity to do the 
work now - execution with urgency. 

“forward focus.”
People talk about the future. To me 
it’s the new F word. I prefer,

Day 1: Building a more Inclusive, Equitable and Diverse Industry. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJPUZGEbdHw&list=PL5HTo_HosEN-L01YfY91bSC2RsitCLC8r&index=3
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Manuel explores the new definition of retail as 
a more open and present thing, and our 
mission to deliver ‘iconic’ through ‘culturally 
cool, smart and resourceful’ creative 
commerce ideas.  Watch the session here. 

“The big question is how do 
you break out of the clutter 
in retail? You take the 
product outside of the 
clutter and into a space with 
an element of surprise.” 

—Manuel Borde, CCO NA 
Geometry

Day 1: Defining Iconic Retail.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuHs90lsP0o&list=PL5HTo_HosEN-L01YfY91bSC2RsitCLC8r&index=4
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Till Hohmann, CCO EMEA and Julia Dovlatova, ECD Prague 
share key takeaways in Geometry’s Brand Experience Masterclass: 

• Be in sync with culture to be relevant and timely 
• Understand your audience’s needs, wants, expectations 
• Design to be interdisciplinary to scale impact and reach 
• Make it newsworthy 
 

“Brand experience is not a 
discipline, channel or silo. It 
is an outcome. All about 
making the audience feel the 
brand like never before.”

Day 2: Defining Iconic Brand Experience.
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Geometry’s Jorge Thauby, ECD APAC and Fumitaka 
Takano, ECD Japan talk the unlimited possibilites in the 
space between digital, augmented reality and real life with 
Geometry Ogilvy Japan’s Virtual Shibuya project. 

This piece of work in partnership with telecommunications 
provider KDDI and Netflix has everything to be iconic: real 
work with a big idea and execution, strong insight and 
cultural connection.  More importantly its potential is 
enormous. Be it retail, fashion or entertainment, the brand is 
able to engage with larger number of audiences without the 
limitations of the physical world. 


You can see more on this work here. 

 

“Brands can find a new way to 
enhance the commerce experience 
within the virtual ecosystem.”

Day 3: Defining Iconic Ecommerce.

https://campaignbriefasia.com/2020/06/23/streaming-platform-virtual-shibuya-showcases-a-city-in-the-era-of-new-and-better-normal-via-geometry-ogilvy-japan/
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At Geometry, we must all be willing to change and experiment with 
innovation to be at the forefront of delivering ‘iconic’ ideas, products 
and solutions that address these new commerce trends and priorities.


Geometry's Darren Richardson sits down with MENA CEO Nick 
Walsh and Account Director Nisreen Faris to discuss   
Handle on Hygiene product innovation. Watch the session here. 

 

“Creativity is the way of 
coming up with new and 
valuable ideas, and innovation 
is the way that we scale it for 
business—creativity is the 
seed of innovation.”

Day 4:  Defining Iconic Innovation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSNKeu__m10&list=PL5HTo_HosEN-L01YfY91bSC2RsitCLC8r&index=12
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LATAM ECD Juan Jose Posada and General Account Director Maria 
Cristina Manosalva explore how the Lionfish campaign, intended to control 
an invasive species, became popular culture. LATAM’s most ‘iconic’ and 
evergreen campaign had so many iterations, each special—we taught 
fisherman how to catch lionfish, we created a new culture in Colombia, we 
protected the next generation, we influenced pop culture, and we turned 
an invasive species into a national dish.


Hear more on LATAM’s most iconic campaign ever here. 

 

“We had a responsibility to the 
community in finding a solution,  
even if the client is not looking 
for us, we can commit to deliver 
more.”

Day 5:  Defining Iconic Design.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Zh-8pavZTM


Other notable moments…  

“We’re going to unlock everything 
possible in our clients for a more 
inclusive and equity-based world.” 
– Stacey Ryan-Cornelius, Global CFO, 
Geometry 

“Failure is the first engine to 
push us up to be better.” 
— Maria Lujan Donaire, Creative 
Director, Geometry Buenos Aires 

“Brands have an amazing opportunity to tell the 
stories of real people—it's a scary moment, but we 
can be honest sharing the terror and the joy of it.” 
– Poppy de Villeneuve, acclaimed Director & 
Photographer. 

“It’s not as much about what brands can 
do to help, but what brands can do to 
learn.” — Gregory Edwards, COO, UWG

“Legacy culture at brands is hard to change, 
and what made a brand successful in the 
past isn’t necessarily going to make them 
successful moving forward.”  
— Sean Summers, CMO, Mercado Libre

Overheard@Creative Week



Geometry Creative Week 2020 

Link to view all sessions here: 


Watch all sessions on YouTube@Geometry Global 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5HTo_HosEN-L01YfY91bSC2RsitCLC8r

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5HTo_HosEN-L01YfY91bSC2RsitCLC8r


To me, creativity is the application of my imagination in novel ways and a 
channeling of my self-expression that puts the color, flavor, texture, sparkle 
into life. In some contexts, it knows no bounds, in others, it’s the only way to 
solve a focused problem within defined boundaries. For Geometry, it is what 
defines our unique approach to Commerce. The most important word in our 
end-to-end Creative Commerce positioning is Creative. Creativity is the way 
to unlock the value, the potential, the energy, and the emotion in our work.  

Our mission is to Reimagine Commerce. This is a creative call-to-action to 
rethink what has come before, to rethink what currently exists, and to 
transform to the cultural beat of today and tomorrow. 

Beth Ann Kaminkow


